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Summary. "Pictorial reliefs" are surfaces of objects in pictorial space, the mental
entity that happens to human observers when looking at (or rather: into) pictures.
We discuss the structure of pictorial relief and pictorial space. It is determined by
the nature of various "depth cues" which are intrinsically ambiguous. General
arguments suggest that the structure of pictorial relief is invariant under a certain group
of affinities that preserve planarity in general and the picture plane in particular.
The subgroup of depth scalings has already been identified as of crucial importance
in vision by sculptors. We have also found evidence of the occurrence of shears
involving both the picture plane dimensions and depth. Observers apparently use
these to "adjust their mental perspective".
1

Introduction

Most people think nothing of it when they look at a photograph and perceive a "physical scene". Yet no other species (except maybe some other
primates) has this ability. Moreover, photographs are mere pieces of paper
covered with pigments in a certain simultaneous order. Perhaps the paper
was painted. Then you don't look at some physical record, but at the expression of somebodies figment of imagination. Perhaps the paper was simply
overgrown with darkish fungus in a peculiar pattern. Then the scene exists
only in the mind of the observer. You can't blame the fungus.
Pictures are an important aspect of our culture. We look at a picture and
see a piece of paper, but we also look into "pictorial space". Pictorial space
contains pictorial objects whose pictorial surfaces arrest the movement of our
vision into pictorial space. It is the layout of pictorial objects and the attitude
and shape (often called "pictorial relief") of their surfaces that structure our
perception.
2

2.1

Pictorial Relief
Cues

"Pictorial relief" is a mental entity. One wonders how it relates to the world
and whether one may "measure" it in some objective sense. These are important questions that have occupied philosophers and psychologists for ages.
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A major dichotomy in vision is that
between the "visual field" and the
"visual world". Both are mental entities. The
visual field is a two dimensional
simultaneous order of colors. A painting is
a good model when not simply
understood as a canvas covered with paints. A
painting is a statement that

has to be read, thus the painting as I see it is also a mental entity. The
painting as a physical object and a painting
as I see it roughly stand in the

relation as a peculiar structure of wood pulp covered
with carbon particles to
my seeing written language and even my understanding of a
poem. A monkey
doesn't see written language and I don't understand
a Chinese poem.
My "visual world" is a three dimensional scene as it is seen by me. Its
parts are visual things, not colors. Apart from entities
being simultaneously
present (as in the visual field) I also have a radial, or depth, order. Things

have spatial attitudes, they may partly occlude
each other, and so forth.

Various people (perhaps most cogently the remarkable
bishop Berkeley) have
argued that visual worlds are figments of the imagination because
visual fields
cannot possibly specify visual worlds. Berkeley[2] argued that
elements of the
visual world can only be due to the interpretation of essentially
arbitrary signs
("depth cues"). For instance, when there is a small man, next to a large one
in my visual field, I see the small one as farther away. Such cues are (both
phylogenetically and ontogenetically) learned by arbitrary association.
Some
cues became actually part of the hardware of many species.
Nowadays many of these cues are reasonably well understood. They
are
increasingly applied in computer vision. Examples are the binocular
disparity
cue, the shading cue, the contour cues, the occlusion cues, and many others.
The fact that we have good theories doesn't undermine Berkeley's
conclusion
that the cues as our brain applies them became part of my mental makeup
through arbitrary association though.

2.2

Operationalization

Is it possible to measure pictorial relief in any objective sense?
This is an
important question of methodology in experimental psychology. In fact, there

exists a large corpus of methods[6]. Classically one measured discrimination
thresholds (show two surfaces, ask "which surface is flattest, answer either
this or that"), used scaling methods ("how curved is this surface on a scale
from one to seven?"), or used methods of replication ("place this
board in the
same attitude with respect to your body as you perceive yonder surface").
Only very recently methods have been developed that yield actual geometrical
entities as psychophysical responses.
A generic method[11] is to use some type of "gauge object" (see figure 1).
This is what the carpenter does: Hold a yardstick next to an object, apply

a protractor, take an object in compasses, and so forth. In all cases the
carpenter judges the "fit". In a similar way one may place a picture of a gauge
object in a picture of a scene and ask whether it "fits". Here is an example:
Superimpose the wire frame rendering of an ellipse upon the picture of an
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Fig. 1. A simple operationalization of "pictorial relief", introduced in reference [11].
On the upper left we show a picture, superimposed on it are two "gauge figures".

You are supposed to see at first blush that the one at A "fits", the one at B

miserably fails to fit. After probing many locations in random order we obtain the
results shown on top right. Integration yields the depth field at bottom left, also
shown as a surface in "pictorial space" at bottom right. One of the dimensions in
the latter figure is "depth".

object. Ask the observer to adjust orientation and eccentricity of the ellipse
such that it "looks like a circle painted upon the pictorial surface". Most
people find this task easy. Interpret the ellipse as the projection of a circle and
thus operationally define the "spatial attitude of the local pictorial surface
element". This yields a local sample. You may repeat the process to sample
a large number of locations. Thus you obtain a field of empirical "pictorial
surface normals". You may check this field for integrability. Remarkably, we
find that it is always integrable within the scatter revealed by repeated trials:
Apparently the observers sample some kind of "surface" that exists in their
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minds. Integrate the field and you have one particular operationalization of
the "pictorial relief" for the given observer, for the given picture. It is as easy
as that.
This is one example. Many others are possible. We have gained experience
with about half a dozen such methods in recent years[12,4].
3

3.1

Ambiguity and the Notion of Veridicality
The Veridicality Issue

Consider a physical scene including a photographer taking a picture. The
picture will be of that "fiducial" scene. Do a psychophysical experiment using

the picture as a stimulus. The response is another scene, say the surface of
some object. Is the response like the real scene? (See figures 2 and 3.) This is
the "veridicality" question. If the response is like the real scene one says that
the "perception is veridical". Most of us don't doubt that our perceptions are
typically veridical. Many people find it disturbing when the response turns
out not to be veridical. They suspect the observer of having fallen victim to
some "illusion".
Yet the veridicality issue is a moot one. Who is to decide? Let the photographer (only guy who ever saw the fiducial scene say) meet with a fatal
accident: Then who will be the judge? Suppose the "photograph" is fake, actually a painting. Then the "fiducial scene" exists only in the artist's mind. Or
suppose the "photograph" is a blank piece of paper overgrown with darkish
fungus. Then there isn't any "fiducial scene" to begin with! Yet all this makes
no difference whatsoever in the psychophysical experiment, the response will
be the same. It is the "veridicality" question that makes no sense.

3.2

"Shape from X" and Ambiguity

In computer vision one implements algorithms for "Shape from X" (SFX).
For instance, in "shape from shading" one computes a surface from a field
of gray levels[8]. The idea is simple enough: First one has a model of the
relevant physics. This allows "computer graphics", that is to say, given the
scene one can predict what the photograph will be like. Then one Inverts the
process: Given the photograph one computes the scene. The problem is that
the inversion is never uniquely possible. (For instance, see Belhumeur et al.[1]

for an analysis of the shape from shading case, and Koenderink et al.(17]
for a general analysis.) The various solutions are related by some group of
"ambiguity transformations".
What this implies is that the orbit of the fiducial scene under the group of
ambiguity transformations is a "metamer" of the fiducial scene. Each scene
metameric with the fiducial scene would have yielded the same photograph.
Thus all metameric scenes have an equal claim on the epithet "veridical"!
Usually there exist infinities of them.
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Fig. 2. Pictorial reliefs are rarely "veridical" in the naive sense. The picture in
the middle shows the relief (depth towards the right) for the stimulus on the left.
We rotated the (physical) object over 900 about the vertical and made another
photograph, the picture on the right. Notice that the contours of the pictorial relief
and the latter figure are different. The relief is not like the real thing, at least not
in a naive, Euclidian way.

4

The Beholder's Share[5]

Since pictures underdetermine scenes, the pictorial relief must be due to the
picture as well as to the "creative imagination" of the beholder. The picture

acts as a "constraint" on the beholder's creativity. Of course the creative
imagination is not altogether free. It is the result of eons of evolution and
of a lifetime's experience. The beholder is an expert in "ecological optics",
both in the realm of generic properties (causal connections, laws of ecological
optics) and particular properties (the shapes, materials and events that recur
in the biotope).

That this is a true creative force and not simply a bag of tricks (SFX
algorithms) is clear because you really have to stick your neck out in order
to be into a position to apply such tricks in the first place. For instance,
you can't simply run a "shape from shading" algorithm on a picture. You
first have to segment it into regions of uniform luminous atmospheres, and
so forth. It is much as with the "Gestalt Laws" of "early vision" [19]: They
are spontaneously acting (creative) forces rather than simple "filters".
The creative imagination is seen at work when you undergo a "Rohrschach
test"[21] or (emulating Leonardo[18]) look at random patterns and "see" var-
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Fig. 3. On the left the stimulus (one of Brancusi's "Birds"). On the right the

pictorial reliefs for observers AD and AK (reference [11]). Notice that these are not
the same, thus at least one of the observers can't be "veridical". Probably neither
is.

ious scenes. When you look long enough at a Necker cube[20] you notice spon-

taneous depth reversals: They happen to you. You can't control the creative
imagination consciously.

5

The Nature of Ambiguity in Pictorial Relief

It is hopeless to try to figure out the group of ambiguities for generic pho-

tographs of scenes. Science just isn't up to the task. Only for a few
irrealistically simplifiedSFX problems has the task been done. Nor is it
to be expected that things will clear- up in the near future.
Fortunately it is possible to guess at the nature of the ambiguity group
from simple a priori arguments. For simplicity I assume orthographic projection here. Notice that the ambiguities should conserve the picture plane, for
the pictorial space should "fit the picture". Next notice the fact that virtually
all cues allow you to detect deviations from planarity. For instance, the shading cue will reveal local bumps and dents through shading and shadow. This
means that the ambiguities conserve planes. But this limits the ambiguity
group to certain affinities, namely depth scalings and shears involving depth
but conserving the frontoparallel dimensions.
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Hildebrand's "Depth Flow"

The German sculptor Adolf Hildebrand[7] wrote a book (in the 1890's) in
which the group of depth scalings plays a major role. He
noticed that observers typically don't discriminate between basrelief and sculpture
in the
round when seen from the right vantage points. He thought of vision as of
a
"depth flow" and the sculptor's task as Modulating the depth
flow through
ridges and ruts[13] of the pictorial relief.
We have been able to show that this idea has much to recommend

it. First
of all we noticed that pictorial reliefs for different observers
are generally
different (thus not veridical, see figures 2 and 3), but that the local

depths
of different observers tend to show very high linear correlations
(coefficients
of determination typically in the 0.9-1.0 range). We also find that slight
changes in viewing conditions lead to different pictorial reliefs
even for a single
observer, but thatagainthe local depths in one condition
are typically
highly correlated with the local depths in another condition(11,14,4). (See
figure 4.)

In the latter cases there is only a single picture, thus all pictorial cues are
the same. The difference is in the (conflicting) cues that apply to the perception of the picture plane (picture as a "thing"), rather than the pictorial
space.
Examples of such cues are binocular disparity (monocular versus binocular
viewing), accommodation (free viewing or via a lens at focal distance from
the picture), or perspective (viewing the picture obliquely or frontoparallel).
In all cases the differences can be described in terms of a "depth scaling"
which may assume (empirically) values of up to a factor of five[14].
Another, somewhat surprising finding suggests that Hildebrand's idea
that observers need nice, continuous depth flows has something to it. When
you put two dots on a picture and ask "which one is closest" (in pictorial
space of course) you find that observers find the task a natural one but may
not always be able to perform it well. It turns out to be the case that they
do well when both points happen to be on a single slope (continuous flow)

but are bad at it when the points are on either side of a ridge or rut[15].

(See figure 5.) This is surprising, because we can find the pictorial relief with
the gauge figure method and use these results to solve the task almost perfectly. Thus all the necessary information is in the observer's head, but the
observers can't use that. It is like they have a picture of the flow field without
the magnitudes of the flow vectdrs.

5.2

Changes in "Mental Perspective"

Recently we found cases where the pictorial reliefs (for the same picture,
same observer) as operationalized through two slightly different tasks turned
out to be quite different(161. The local depth values didn't correlate at all
(coefficients of determination not significantly different from zero). These
are cases where Hildebrand's ideas apparently don't apply. We thought that
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Fig. 4. Pictorial reliefs for one observer using different viewing methods, binocular
viewing (B), monocular viewing (M), and "synoptical" viewing (S). (See reference [14].) In synoptical viewing both eyes obtain exactly the same optical pattern.
(This is different from binocular viewing, because in that case the two eyes obtain
different perspectives of the picture as a thing.) In these reliefs the depth dimension
is the vertical. In the scatter plot we have monocular depth against binocular and
synoptical depth, for all vertices of the reliefs. Notice the high correlations: Change
of viewing conditions results in dilations or contractions of the depth domain. This
makes sense, because the pictorial cues are the same, only the (conflicting) cues
that reveal the (planar) picture surface differ.
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Fig. 5. In these figures we consider the depth relation of any point within the
contour to a fiducial point (it is the gray point in the middle figure). On the left all
pixels nearer are drawn white, all pixels further away black. In the middle all pixels
that can be reached by travelling towards the observer (in pictorial space) are white,
those that can be reached by travelling away black, all other pixels gray (for these
the depth relation would be "undecided"; they can't be reached by either going
away or towards the observer starting from the fiducial point). In the righthand
figure we show an empirical result: Pixel values indicate the probability of being
judged "nearer" than the fiducial point (white 100%, black 0%). Notice that the
result is perhaps more like the middle figure, thus observers may follow the slope
but can't judge absolute depth values very well. (See reference [15].)

this might be an instance of shear ambiguities and this turned out to be
the case. When we performed multiple correlations of local depth values and
local image coordinate values coefficients of determination went up in the
0.9-1.0 range. We needed shears that turned the frontoparallel plane into up
to 50° oblique attitudes. (See figures 6 through 8.)

What does this mean? One likely interpretation is that the observers
"changed their mental perspective". Notice that you may take any point on
the pictorial relief and turn it into a (locally) frontoparallel plane through
application of a shear. This is also what would happen when you were able to
change your vantage point and put your eye on the normal direction of that
point. Of course you can't do that in pictorial space because rotations would
reveal parts of the scene that are not in the picture! But the shears enable
you to do something very similar to a change of vantage point. Apparently
the observers were exploiting the freedom left by the ambiguities to adjust
their mental perspective.
In somewhat complicated scenes we find that observers often select different "mental viewpoints" for different parts of the scene(22]. Apparently the
pictorial reliefs have some of the properties of Picasso's drawings where the
artist simultaneously shows various aspects of a sleeping nude[3].
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Fig. 6. Two methods that operationalize pictorial relief. (Introduced
in [16].) On
the left a stimulus with superimposed line with
points.
In
the
middle
and on the
right two "response windows". The observer is instructed
to drag the points in the
response window (using a mouse or trackball; everything happens on a computer
screen) so as to reproduce the cross section of the pictorial object with the
plane
defined by the fiducial line and the depth dimension. The two methods
differ only in
the orientation of the line in the response window: Either parallel to the fiducial line
over the stimulus, or horizontal. Repeating this for many fiducial lines of various
orientations allows one to construct a pictorial surface.
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Fig. 7. A stimulus picture ("Turtle" by Brancusi) and a triangulation of its interior.
The fiducial lines in the methods discussed in the legend of figure 6 are taken from
this triangulation.

5.3

Multiple Images

In forensic investigations one records a scene through a number of photographs from various vantage points, rather than a single overview. Indeed,
human observers appear to be able to use such a documentation to obtain a
much more detailed "mental view" or the scene than would be possible from a
single wide shot. In studying the records the observer must integrate multiple
views of the same object that may differ in many respects: perspective, visible
parts, light and shadow, textural details, and many more. This ability is by
no means understood. One is in no position to replace the human observer
with a software implementation, nor is this likely to be possible in the near
future.
Consider a simple case: Two photographs of a matte white statue in the
same illumination, taken from the same vantage point. The only change between the two shots is that the statue was rotated about the vertical over an
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Fig. 8. On the top two pictorial reliefs (curves of equal depth ) for the Brancusi turtle stimulus obtained with the two methods (see reference [16]). Notice the enormous
difference! In the bottom row on the left a scatter plot of the depths obtained from
the two methods: Correlation is nonsignificant. Bottom right the scatter plot after
taking the ambiguity into account. The correlations become very significant indeed.
The two "different" results are actually identical modulo an ambiguity transform!

angle of several tens of degrees. The outlines will be different, at corresponding locations the shading will be different, some parts will be visible in both
shots, some in only one. When there are no obvious surface markings there is
no way to locate corresponding points on the basis of image structure as such.
The only way to locate corresponding points is to find the pictorial reliefs for
both shots and compare these. There is obviously a chance that one might be
able to find correspondences between localized differential invariants of the
pictorial surfaces.

As expected, human observers find the task an easy one. We present
the two photographs side by side on a CRT, in monochrome say. We put a
dot in a contrasting color on one photograph and let the observer (using a
mouse or trackball device) put a corresponding dot on the other. Here "correspondence" is understood in the pictorial space common to both pictures.
Observers find this easy although they are lousy at judging the rotation of
the object between the shots. (Errors of up to 300 are common.) They will
easily do a thousand settings per hour.
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Fig. 9. Two pictures of the same object in the
same illumination taken from the
same vantage point. Between shots the object was
turned over 45° about the vertical.

We did the experiment for various rotations
and 10.) In the latter case the depth dimension inup to 900. (See figures 9
one picture is the horizontal picture plane dimension

in the other picture! From the results we can
reconstruct the object quite precisely, and also find the
actual amounts of
rotation with great (about 1°) precision[9].
Observers will even do the task in pairs of
photographs that show no

common parts. In one case we prepared photographs for
changing the illumination of the scene. It is possible a fixed setting, only
to find illuminations
where one (left or right) or even both contours
merge
(either in the light or in the dark) and thus literally don'tinto the background
tographs. We presented cases where one picture lacked theappear on the pholefthand contour,
the other the righthand contour. The observers have
a
hard
time to notice
that the contours aren't actually there, they complete
then "in their mind's
eye". From the results it is obvious that they often commit serious errors
even though they find the task emit and sincerely believe to be
deadon[10].
6

Conclusion

"Pictorial reliefs" are entities that exist in the minds of
human observers
when they look at pictures, be they photographs, paintings or drawings. We
have shown that these entities have many of the properties of
in a three dimensional space. The space is polarized with true surfaces
respect to the
"direction of view", which is a dimension ("depth") that is a mental entity
and that somehow augments the two dimensions that span the picture plane.
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Fig. 10. Result of correspondence judgments on the pictures of figure 9 (see
reference (9)). On the left the lefthand figure has a fiducial triangulation, the righthand
figure shows the corresponding triangulation. In the rightmost figure
covariance
ellipses for the correspondences are shown. In the middle we show a depth
reconstruction from the correspondences, depth in the horizontal direction. It
turns out
that such reconstructions virtually don't depend on the physical amount of
rotation: Results more closely approximate the physical object in the case of multiple

images.

The depth dimension is more volatile than the frontoparallel dimensions, but

the two types do "mix" when the observer adjusts the perspective of the

"mind's eye".
Pictorial reliefs can be "measured" in various ways. Of course these methods of measurement actually are "operational definitions" of pictorial relief,
which otherwise remains a figment of the mind of the observer. It is to be

expected a priori that different operationalizations need not be mutually

coherent.
One way to characterize pictorial relief is to delineate the groups of "ambiguity transformations" that relate results of subclasses of operationalizations.
Examples are the class of depth scalings which apparently apply to the observation of pieces of sculpture and "sculptural" paintings. We have found that
a slightly wider class, transformations conserving plane (as a family) and the
picture plane in particular, may apply to a very wide class of cases. It would
be appropriate to develop the differential invariants of pictorial reliefs in this
setting.
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